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IDEAL THEORETIC COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS IN P3K

APOSTÓLOS THOMA

(Communicated by Louis Ratliff)

Abstract. We describe the monomial curves in /^ (AT algebraically closed

field of characteristic zero) that are set theoretical complete intersections on two

binomial surfaces. We prove that they are exactly those which are ideal theoretic

complete intersections. Using that, we get explicitly all monomial curves that

are ideal theoretic complete intersections and a minimal generating basis for

their ideals.

1. Introduction

In [M], T. T. Moh proves that all monomial curves in PK are set theoretic

complete intersections on two binomial surfaces (i .e. if 1(C) denotes the ideal

of a monomial curve C in K[XQ,Xx,X2,Xi], then there are binomials F

and G in K[X0,XX ,X2,X3] such that 1(C) = y/(F,G)), provided that the

characteristic of K is positive. In characteristic zero the case is completely

different. For example, smooth monomial curves of a degree greater than four

are not set theoretical complete intersections on any binomial surface (see [T]).

Here we will determine all monomial curves that are set theoretic complete

intersections on two binomial surfaces in PK , K of characteristic zero. Using

this description we will be able to prove that these curves are exactly those

monomial curves that are ideal theoretic complete intersections. Consequently,

we also have a description of all the monomial curves that are ideal theoretic

complete intersections and we explicitly give for each one of them a minimal

generating basis for its ideal.

2.

Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and C a mono-

mial curve in PK with generic zero (t ,ta>u ' ,t"2u2 ,u ) where d, ax , a2,

bx, b2 are positive integers such that a, ^ a2, ax+ bx = d, a2 + b2 = d, and

%.c.d.(d,ax,a2)= 1.
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According to [T], if a monomial space curve is a set theoretic complete in-

tersection on a binomial surface, i.e. 1(C) = sJ(F, G) where F is a binomial

in K[XQ ,XX,X2, X3], the binomial has to be in one of the following types:

ynl Yn° y"2 Yni       __       Ymi Ym° Ymi Ym%

Ax    - AQ  A2   A}       Or     A2     - A0   Ax    A^

for appropriate nonnegative exponents.

We want to determine the monomial curves that are set theoretical complete

intersections on two binomial surfaces. If both of the surfaces are of the same

type then we get a contradiction by proving that there is a line in the intersection

of them.

So we conclude that one of the two binomials should be of the form X"1 -

Xq°X22X"3 and the other one of the form X22 - X™° X™'X™>, for some nonneg-

ative integers nx, n0, n2, n3, m2, m0, mx, m3 suchthat nx = n0 + n2 + n3,

m2 = m0 + mx + m3, g.c.d.(n0,n2,n3) = 1 and g.c.d.(m0,mx,m3) = 1, since

by [T] we can choose the binomials to be irreducible.

We claim that n2 — 0 or m, = 0 ; otherwise if both of them are different

from zero, the line Xx = 0, X2 = 0 belongs to the intersection, which is a

contradiction.

Without loss of generality let us suppose that mx =0. Then let F =

Xnxl - X¡¡°XZ2X¡3 and G = X™2 - X™°X™> and let <p: K[XQ,XX,X2,X3] -»

K[X0,X2,X3] given by <p(XQ) = X* , <p(Xx) = X*>X?X? , cp(X2) = X? ,

and <p(X3) = X3' . Then according to Theorem 2.4 of [T], we have \/(cp(G)) =

yJ(Xd2-X^2Xb2). But cp(G) = cp(X2mi - X^X^) = X™2"1 - X^'Xp"' , and

since characteristic of K is zero, x{ - X%2Xbl and X22"1 - X^Xp"1 have

no multiple factors. We conclude that

Ym2n¡       Km0ni Ymin^ _  Yd       va2 yb2
A2 - A0       A3 - A2  - A0 A}  .

So m2nx = d, mQnx = a2, m3nx = b2 ; and since g. c. d.(w0, mx, m3) = 1

(G irreducible), we have that nx = g2 = g. c. d.(d, a2).

Then if d = g2d2, a2 = g2a2, b2 - g2b2, we have m2 = d2 , m0 = a\,

m3 = b\ ; and so G = xf - xfxf and F = Xf2 - X^0X22X"y. From F we
have g2 = n0 + n2 + n3 and axg2 = dn0 + a2n2 =*■ a, = d2nQ + a2n2 .

Theorem 2.1. Let C be a monomial curve in PK with generic zero (t ,ta'ul,

f2ub2 ,ud) and let gx = g.c.d.(ax,d), d = gxdx , ax = gxa*, bx = gxb*,

g2 =s g. c. d.(a2, d), d = g2d*2, a2 = g2a\ , b2 = g2b2 . Then C is set theoretic

complete intersection on two binomial surfaces if and only if there exist nonnega-

tive integers n0, n2 such that «0 + «2 < g2 and ax = d2*n0 + aln2 or there exist

nonnegative integers m0, mx such that m0 + mx < gx and a2 = d*m0 + a*mx.

Proof.   (—►) See above.
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(<— ) Suppose that there exist integers «0, n2 such that «0 + n2 < g2 and

ax = d¡n0+a*2n2. Let n3 = g2-n0-n2, F = X8X2 - X^° X22 X3' and G = xf -

Xq2X32 ; then F is homogeneous and irreducible, since if g.c.d.(«0,n2,g2) ^

1, from ax = d2n0 + a\n2 we get g.c.d.(ax,g2) = g.c.d.(d,ax ,a2) / 1, a

contradiction. Also G is homogeneous and irreducible. F and G G 1(C)

since g2fl, = dn0 + a2n2 and ß?2a2 = a2^- Le* í91 ̂ [^c^i'^'^3] —*

^[X0,X2,X3] given by <p(X0) = AT0ft ,  ?(*,) = ^"XfXf ,  p(*2) = Xp,

p(X,) = JTf , then ?((?) = X2 - X£2X32 ; and so by Theorem 2.4 of [T] we

conclude that C is a set theoretic complete intersection on F and G.

Example. Let m, n, i be positive integers such that i < m; then the curve
C-iU _: 1 jnn    J   mn — i    .m   mn—m      mn\   ■ ... ,   .

with generic zero (t    ,t u       ,t  u ,u    ) is a set theoretic complete

intersection on the two binomials

„ m i    m—i j     /-. n n — \
F = xx  - x2x3        and   G = x2 - x0x3    .

It follows from Theorem 2.1 since g.c.d.(m,mn) = m, i = «0+ li, and

m > i.

Theorem 2.2. For monomial space curves in PK, the condition that C is an

ideal theoretic complete intersection is equivalent to the condition that C is a

set theoretic complete intersection on two binomial surfaces, if characteristic of

K is zero.

Proof. (->) If C is an ideal theoretic complete intersection, then according to

[B-R] or [B-S-V] we can find two binomials F, G such that 1(C) = (F ,G)=>

1(C) = y/(F, G) ; so C is a set theoretic complete intersection on two binomial

surfaces.

(«-) If C is a set theoretic complete intersection on two binomial surfaces,

from Theorem 2.1, without loss of generality, we have that there exist two

nonnegative integers «0, n2 such that n0 + n2 < g2 and ax = fl"2«0 + a2n2.

And so 1(C) = y/(F, G), where F = Xf'-X^XpX^ and G = X22-xfxb' .

By [B-R] or [B-S-V] we have that the forms in a minimal basis of 1(C) can

be chosen to be of the following types:

(1) There is exactly one form of the type Fx = Xx - Xq° X22 X3* respectively

F2 — X2 - X^xf'X^ , where deg-F, and degF2 are minimum among

all forms of those types.

(2) There are forms of the type Hx = Xj*X%-X\lX% , miny,. > 0, yx < a,

and y2< ß.

(3) There are forms of the type H2 = XêQa Xs22 - Xx' X¡J, or X^X*' -X^X^ ,

min St > 0, Sx < a , S2 < ß .

We have that F = Xf2 - X¡¡°X22X33 is of F, type and degF = g2 is

minimum among forms of type Fx, since from aax = aQd + a2a2 => g2/aax =>

g2/a since g.c.d.(g2,a,) = 1 => a > g2.
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G = X22 - X02 X32   is of F2 type and we claim degG = d2  is minimum

among forms of type F2 = Xß2 - xfxflX^ .

From ßa2 - ß0d + ßxax and g.c.d.(d,a2,ax) = 1, we have that g2/ßx =>

ßi = S2ß\ ■
Then

ßa2 = ß0d + ßxax = ß0d + ßx(d*2nQ + a2n2) = ß0d + ß*dn0 + ß\a2n2

=► a\(ß - ß\n2) = d*2(ß0 + ß*xn0) > 0.

If ß0 + ß*n0 = 0, we conclude that ß0 = 0, n0 = 0, ß = ß*n2. Then

from ß = ß0 + ßx + ß3 we get ß - ßx + ß3 and ß3 ^ 0 since a, # a2. So

/?*«2 = ßx + ß3=> ß*/ß3 => ß3 = kß*, k a positive integer =► n2 = g2 + /:, a

contradiction since «2 < g2.

So we have

fl2*(/?-/?;«2) = <(/?0 + /?*K0)>0,

and since g.c.d.(a2 ,d2) = 1 => rf2/^ - /?*"2 =*> there exists a positive integer

/ such that j? - ß\n2 = fd¡ =► £ = /</* + 0*n2 > rf*.

So we have proved that Fx = F and F2 — G, and so a = g2 and ß = d*2.

We claim that in 7(C) there are no forms of type Hx or H2. Suppose that

there was a form of type Hx = ^"q0^ - A^' X2 , min jr > 0, yl < g2, and y2 <

d2 . Then from y0d = o.xyx-\-a2y2 we have that g2/axyx ; but g. c. d.(a, ,g2) = 1,

so g2/yx ■ This is a contradiction, since yx < g2.

Now suppose that there was a form of type H2 = XQ°X22 - Xx ' X3 , min ôi >

0, a, < g2, and S2 < d2 . Then from ô0d + <î2a2 = ôxax we have g2/¿, , a

contradiction since ¿, < g2.

And so we conclude that 1(C) = (F,G) = (Xf2-X^°X22X3}, xf -XajXb} ),
which means that C is an ideal theoretic complete intersection.   D

Corollary 2.3. C is an ideal theoretic complete intersection if and only if there

exist nonnegative integers n0,n2 such that n0 + n2< g2 and ax = d2n0 + a2n2

or there exist nonnegative integers m0,mx such that mQ + mx < gx and a2 =

d*m0 + a*mx. In the first case a minimal basis for 1(C) is (Xf2 - Xq°X22X3} ,

Xf - Xfix^), and in the second case (xf - X$ X¡', Xp - X^X^X^).
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